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AN ASGPP YEAR IN REVIEW

The Gratitude and Appreciation that I
feel, as well as the whole EC, cannot be
shared or said enough. I have infused
this column with many expressions of it
— like strands of gold and diamonds
among and within our Community.

Throughout this year Brene’ Browns
book, Dare to Lead, has been at my
side. Our ASGPP leadership has been
about, “brave work, tough conversa-
tions, and leaning into our vulnerability
with whole hearts.” Here is one of my
favorite quotes from Dare to Lead.
        “When we dare to lead, we don’t

pretend to have the right answers; 
we stay curious and ask the right 

questions. We don’t see power as finite
and hoard it; we know that power
becomes infinite when we share it 
with others. We don’t avoid difficult

conversations and situations; we lean
into vulnerability when it’s necessary to

do good work.”
All of this has been present throughout
our last year within EC and our
Membership.

I describe our Executive Committee,
Executive Council, and our new admin-
istrative Assistant (Paula De Franco),
Patty Phelps (our Designer/PNN
Editor), and Peter Moulton (our web-
master and technical support) as a
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The 77th Annual Conference of the American Society of
Group Psychotherapy and Psychodrama, held in
Manchester New Hampshire May 2nd - 5th, was a great
success! The event included psychodrama trainers,
trainees, professionals, and university students from all
over the United States and world. International atten-
dees traveled from various coun-
tries to spend the weekend with us
including England, Taiwan, China,
Bali, and Turkey. Some comment-
ed that this year's conference was
more diverse, inclusive, and less
impacted by the sociodynamic
effect than previous conferences. This was music to our ears !

This years conference co-chairs, Maria Mellano and Scott Giacomucci, along
with the support of the ASGPP Conference Steering Committee (Nancy Kirsner,
Daniela Simmons, Rhona Case, Janell Adair) and a large team of volunteers
worked tirelessly to make this conference happen. Special gratitudes are owed to
Paula De Franco, ASGPP’s new Administrative Assistant, and Cary Montane
(assisting Paula) who contributed to the success of the conference in many ways
while still new to the organization. Their extensive organization behind the scenes
contributed to a smooth registration and reception process.

The event began with our pre-conference workshops showcasing some of
the best psychodrama trainers in the world and covering a range of topics from
classical psychodrama to new advances in sociometry, psychodrama, and group
psychotherapy. After the pre-conference events, our diversity forum, led by
Joshua Lee and Jennie Kristel (featuring Shirley Barclay), set the tone for the con-
ference. In this event, the four rivers of the local land were honored and acknowl-
edged through an experiential ceremony. The topic of diversity was explored
sociometrically, through discussion, and in-action carried through the conference
with their diversity pulse board where conference participants were encouraged

(Continued on Page 23)
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✼ Kate Hudgins, PhD, TEP, was the Keynote Speaker
to open the Fujian Society for Group Psychotherapy at
Hua Qiao University in Quanzhou, China in March.
Professor Zhao Bingjie, MA, PAT, is now president of the
Association. Kate’s talk and 3 hour opening workshop
was on “Therapist Self Care Using The Therapeutic
Spiral Model for Posttraumatic Growth”.
   Kate has been asked to be the Editor-in-Chief for the
IAGP to update their journal, The Forum.

✼ Daniela Simmons, PhD, TEP, has been invited by the post-graduate education
department of the University of Johannesburg to be on their faculty team remotely,
examining doctoral theses on Creative Expressive Arts in Therapy.  

✼ Scott Giacomucci, DSW, LCSW, CTTS, CET III, CP/PAT was
recently honored at the American Counseling Association’s (ACA)
Conference with the 2019 Group Work Practice Award from ACA’s
Association for Specialists in Group Work (ASGW). The purpose
of this award is to recognize an outstanding practitioner in the area
of group work. Scott was chosen as recipient of this award based
on his group work practice, publications, and teaching. 

✼ Sergio Guimaraes has a new video on YouTube on Souldrama
and Psychodrama, “She calls it 'Souldrama' — The Brazilian

Journey of Connie Miller”. Recorded during a visit to São Paulo, Brazil, the video
shows briefly how we can move from (1) Faith and Trust, (2) Truth and Clarity, through
(3) Compassion and Forgiveness, (4) Love and Unconditional Self Love, (5) Humility
and Empowerment, (6) Gratitude and Self Worth, up to (7) Inspiration and
Transformation.  

✼ Adam Blatner, MD, TEP, is the editor of a new book, “Action
Explorations: Using Psychodramatic Methods in Non-Therapeutic
Settings”, which describes how social and interpersonal tech-
niques and tools are used in a multitude of non-therapeutic envi-
ronments to elevate self-empowerment and promote more vibrant
living. Twenty-four authors have contributed to these sections and
describe how they use Action Explorations (techniques from tradi-
tional psychodrama) for a wide range of uses, from business to
coaching to education to personal growth.

✼ Sylvia Israel, LMFT, RDT/BCT, TEP, is the author of a chapter entitled “The
Therapeutic Spiral Model: A Psychodramatic Whole Person Approach for Working
with Trauma” which will be published this month in the edited book Integrated Care for
the Traumatized: A Whole Person Approach. 

✼ “Autobiography of a Genius” by Jacob L. Moreno and edited by
Edward Schreiber, Sarah E Kelley and Scott Giacomucci is final-
ly available in its entirety. J.L. Moreno begin work on this project in
the 1950s; countless people contributed to manifest this three book
volume – including Zerka Moreno, Jonathan Moreno, Edward
Schreiber, Sarah E Kelley, Scott Giacomucci, Zoli Figusch,
Adam Marshall Barcroft, Sergio Guimarães, Harvard Medical
School Countway Library, North West Psychodrama Association,
and many others! This 466 page volume contains three books/sec-
tions: 1) Preludes to my Autobiography; 2) Autobiography of a
Genius; 3) King of the Hippies (Cosmic Man). 
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History Keepers/ Elders Committee: 
The History Keepers/ Elders Committee is glad to let you
know that we set up a table at the Annual Meeting to generate
interest of members and have them sign up. It is our intent to
create certificates of recognition for them.
    Elders/ History Keepers (members of 25 year or longer),
and History Keepers (members 5 years or longer) - were rec-
ognized at the President’s reception and at the Awards lun-
cheon. 
    We created a category of Pioneers/ History Keepers (those
certified before 1974). There was only one signee present in
this category.
    Many Elders expressed gratitude for the acknowledg-
ments. 
    The committee suggested to recognize  “Energizers”(mem-
bers 0-5 ), vital for the Society’s growth. They will eventually
transition into History Keepers.
    We are soliciting feedback, suggestions and volunteers for
this vital Committee. Contact: Anath Garber, MA, TEP, PDD
anathga@icloud.com

Anath Garber, MA, TEP, PDD, 
History Keepers/ Elders Committee Chair

International Committee: 
The committee’s intention comes from the roots of the method
- Dr. J.L.Moreno's philosophy on Sociatry and the healing of
societies through intercultural collaboration and values
exchange. The committee is searching for opportunities for
partnership in education, research and publications, exchang-
ing innovative modalities and applications and other topics.
The committee has started reaching out to organizations and
professionals around the world with the belief that strong inter-
national relations would benefit the members of all organiza-
tions. The ASGPP International Committee has launched a
project, called, ASGPP International Tele’Café - meetings via

ASGPP Executive Council

YOUR COUNCIL AT WORK
Zoom Video Conferencing or face-to-face. The meetings are
open to colleagues from around the world, who would like to
connect and are interested in the ASGPP’s activities.
    The committee looks for all ways to introduce psychodra-
ma to a variety of fields, around the world. The committee is
also drafting a project for creating a membership structure that
would allow international professionals and organizations to
join ASGPP.

Daniela Simmons, PhD, TEP, International Committee Chair

Membership Committee: 
The membership committee maintains membership data,
keeps renewals updated, responds to member’s concerns,
grows and maintains relationships between Membership and
Executive Committee, Treasurer, Administrative Assistant,
Patty Phelps, website and constant contact Publications and
the Executive Council. The committee has their own email
address membership@asgpp.org. The committee sends
renewal reminders twice a month, records and tracks
renewals, thanks members who have renewed and alerts
members when their membership has expired. The member-
ship committee crafted an evite for new members and first
time attendees via paperless post to spark interest and
engagement in attending the Newcomer's Breakfast that took
place during the conference. This event was very successful
and offered opportunities to engage with new members in a
personal and welcoming way to ASGPP and to encourage
their further involvement.  

Marianne Shapiro, LMHC, TEP, Membership Committee Chair

Publications Committee: 
The Publications Committee has been established for the pur-
pose of the following: mediating communication among the
Council, the Journal, the PNN, the monthly Tele’gram, the
Allen Press Publishing House, the ASGPP members and
other users of the ASGPP publications; to ensure that needs
and support are recognized, researched, and addressed; to
make recommendations to the Executive Council related to
the needs and adequacy of the publications of the Society,
including the need for initiation of new efforts, and recom-
mending to the Council any changes in these publications.

Daniela Simmons, PhD, TEP, Publications Committee Chair

Publicity Committee: 
The committee publicizes the conference and the Society;
oversees policies for advertising with the ASGPP; reviews all
content and placement of ads placed on behalf of the Society
in publications outside of the Society. The committee has
been reaching out to individuals and organizations from
around the world, promoting the ASGPP conference and other
activities. As of May 22, 2019, The ASGPP Facebook page
has reached over 4400 followers from around the world.  The

(Continued on Page 25)



The Welcoming
The Energy of TELE, the physicality of
SOMATRY, the connection of SOCIOM-
ETRY was evident the moment I
stepped into the lovely and intimate
hotel.   I could tell this would be a ‘home-
coming’, and guess what? We even had
a little friendly debate at the (family)
Members’ Meeting.  

I suppose that I felt included, more than any time before,
due to my volunteering. Being a part of the support ‘staff’
offered me a safe ‘sociometric stardom’ by virtue of being cho-
sen to do different tasks. “Put your hand on the shoulder of the
person ….” (Me!).  

Diversity Forum – Friday Evening
Make no mistake, there were lots of hugs I saw, given to old
friends and newbies. This physicality, I call ‘somatry’, was evi-
dent in several workshops. One of which was the “Diversity
Forum”. On Friday night, after the ‘sociometric’ mixer, this
workshop started with a Native American ritual performed by
Shirley Barclay. 

Deep discussion was skillfully and carefully handled in the
talking, Sociodramatic action and Playback Theatre: about the
need and desire to be inclusive of a varied population, afford-
ability, different cultures; and how the ASGPP could do more in
terms of outreach. The color of our skin, the age of our group,
the gender bias of our profession speaks to the importance
placed on the cultural dramas embodied in physical form.

The International Tele Café – Friday Evening
The “International Café” brought people from all over the world
to a level playing field; where they exchanged ideas and
offered their back home facilities’ for people to come and create
workshops The feeling of inclusion was evident. Perhaps
because this virtual world (The Tele Café was borne virtually
and meets on Zoom every other month) does not have the
usual social mores that each country has on their own turf.

Identity and Social Connections: 
Traumatic Brain Injury/PTSD
The aspect of identity and social connections were themes
echoed through a few workshops on Saturday. By standing in
a locogram of three brains: The Closed Brain Injured Brain
(TBI), the Post Traumatic Stress Disordered Brain (PTSD) and
the ‘Normalized’ Brain; we embodied diverse interpretations of
life events, in the “The Lost Self; Traumatic Brain Injury,
Trauma & Identity” workshop, co-led by Colleen Baratakta and
Deborah Karner.

Eventually through role play, we identified what a ‘healthy’
brain and injured brain’s responses to might be to a scripted
drama. Traumatic Brain Injury and PTSD responses were not
so different it turns out and, we prescriptively identified a treat-
ment plan that would work to help retrain the brain into a more
balanced approach toward reactions.

The Way Home Workshop
“The Way Home to your True Self”, was presented by Kate
Hudgins for her student, Viada Zapesotsky (who had a baby!).
This workshop melded Telehealth video, with active intra-psy-
chic role development warm-ups and a journey drama with pre-
scripted helper-roles. Each group member had a chance to
work with these Archetypes by addressing their own empty
chair. Tele motivated members to take roles within the protag-
onist’s drama; and auxiliary work was crafted to therapeutically
include ‘protagonists not chosen’. 

A Workshop on Transgenerational Trauma
Tele again offered a passageway for explorations of ‘the self’
through Surplus Reality in the “Working with Transgenerational
Trauma” workshop by Peter Haworth. After warm-ups and
learning where people and their parents were born; the group
chose an ancestor to explore. We went back to the 1800’s,
1920-30’s, 1950-60’s, 1970-90’s and present time.

‘Messages of survival’ that may have been handed down
via our ancestors were discovered as we decided with which
generation to role reverse. Interestingly, the eldest of our work-
shop tried out the attitudes of the youngest generation. What
happened then was that this Millennial group did not want to be
bothered with the ‘wisdom’ of the previous generations – par-
ents, grandparents or great grandparents.

Diversity & Disruption strikes again
The third day was my favorite with: “Psolodrama: melding
authentic movement and psychodrama” directed by Joel Gluck.
This autodrama stems from authentic movement which brings
up images or a felt sense. Characters and scenes develop
through this movement-stimulated drama in which the ‘improvi-
sor’ acts out all the parts. While the ‘improviser’ is letting the
body move, roll, stand, crawl, run, they are labeling verbally
what they are experiencing; a witness observes and eventually
feeds back to the improviser what they saw. The improvisor
also shares their experience from both roles and as an observ-
ing ego. I did a lot of rolling, as my body was very warmed up
by the night before with non-stop dancing at “The Ball”- the DJ
was great! 
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Combined Worlds at the 77th ASGPP Conference
in New Hampshire 2019

Tzivia Stein-Barrett, LCSW, E-RYT, CP 

— CONGRATULATIONS 2019 ASGPP AWARD WINNERS —

Welcome
Reception 

THANKS TO OUR PHOTOGRAPHERS: Nancy Kirsner, Cathy Nugent, Daniela Simmons, Tonia Smith and others 

Nisha Sajnani, 
Keynote Speaker

Edward Schreiber, 
Plenary Speaker

Check out the “2019 Conference Reflections” on our website

Awards Ceremony

Let's Have a Ball

Sociometric Selection

INNOVATOR'S AWARD
Mario Cossa, RDT/MT, TEP

J. L. MORENO AWARD
Catherine D. Nugent,

LCPC, TEP

DAVID A. KIPPER 
SCHOLAR'S AWARD
René Marineau, PhD

HANNAH B. WEINER
AWARD

Colleen Baratka, MA,
TEP

COLLABORATOR'S AWARD
Linda Ciotola, MEd, TEP

Nancy Alexander, MSW, LCSW-C

PRESIDENT'S AWARD
Saphira Linden, MA,

RDT, BCT, LCAT, TEP

FELLOWS
Regina Sewell, PhD, MEd, LMHC, PCC, CP

Deborah Shaddy, MS, LMHP, LCPC, TEP 

DIVERSITY AWARD
Heidi Landis, LCAT,

RDT/BCT, CGP, TEP

Jennie Kristel &
Joshua Lee, 
Diversity Forum

Saphira Linden,
Envisioning the
Creative Arts Therapies

Friday Nite Live at
the ASGPP Movies Membership Meeting

& Live Auction

Newcomers Breakfast

Closing

ASGPP CONFERENCE KALEIDOSCOPE
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WILLIAM L. MORENO
AWARD

William L. Moreno

International Tele Café
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Diversity Forum Musings
Kim Friedman, MA, LMHC, TEP 

ASGPP CONFERENCE KALEIDOSCOPE

“Bibliodrama: Bringing the Written Word to Life” 
led by Amy Clarkson, LCAT, MT-BC, CP/PAT

Linda Ciotola, MEd, TEP

ASGPP CONFERENCE KALEIDOSCOPE

The opening didactic included an infor-
mative description of Bibliodrama as a
form of Sociodrama that explores written
works such as the Bible, novels, poems,
etc. This workshop was designed to
explore two different approaches: socio-
metric and text-centered bibliodrama.

The group sociometric warm-up began
with a confidentiality agreement and
sharing in dyads the story of our name.
The next dyad focused on sharing a
favorite story from childhood. The final
dyadic sharing was of a story that is

meaningful today. After the dyads the whole group shared what
they noticed.Themes emerged and several “telic” connections
emerged.

Following the definitions of Sociodrama, Bibliodrama and
Midrash (“to investigate”, “to explore”), Amy explained that
while the word Midrash with an uppercase “M” refers to a col-
lection of rabbinical writings from the 1st century, the word
midrash with a lower case “m” refers to a process of investigat-
ing and entering into dialogue with stores of the Bible in current
time Traditional Midrash spoke of the Bible as being written in
“black fire” (the words on the page) and “white fire” (the spaces

between and around the words). The “white fire” is where one
can enter into imaginative expansion of scenes not fully
explained or described (Pitzele, 1998).

The group began its first exploration of bibliodrama (lower-
case) with each member becoming a character and engaging
in role with other characters in the room. Amy, as director,
wrote character names and emerging themes on the flip chart.
Next, she recorded the ideas and “act hungers” expressed by
the group as a sociodramatic story arose and was enacted. In
some cases more than one person played a particular role as
the story progressed. Spontaneity and creativity sparkled
throughout and then Amy directed the group to appropriate clo-
sure.

An important didactic piece was the caution that personal
sharing is not appropriate in some settings (although it was in
this one) like classrooms, e.g. but will likely be appropriate, e.g.
in retreat settings. “Begin with the cognitive and collective and
then move to the personal if appropriate.”

After lunch, the group chose from locograms of various Bible
stories which to enact:

Prodigal Son
Moses and the Burning Bush
Abraham, Hagar and Sara

Thursday evening in Manchester,
New Hampshire started with ritual
using bells, drums, scarves and an
invitation from Jennie Kristel and
Joshua Lee to set an intention for the
conversation of the Diversity Forum.
What did we need as a community to
create belonging? Shirley Barclay
blessed the group with a Native
American tradition of tobacco and the

motion of feathers. We moved in a locogram that represented
the four directions and concretized the rivers in Manchester,
the Pemigewasset River in the north, the Coontoocook River in
the west, the Merrimack River running north to south, and the
Piscataquo River, running west to east, eventually flowing into
the Atlantic Ocean. We pondered the four chambers of the
heart with poetry and song. We said what we needed to leave
behind to talk without judgement about our personal biases,
inherited and learned prejudices, privileges given because of
skin color, religion, sexual orientation, ableness, gender, age
and ethnicity. We touched the shame and pain. Courageous
people came to the center of the circle naming the ways lack of
awareness manifested and created distance. A trash can held
our collective garbage. A wisdom chair was placed off to the
side as a resource for guidance from something kinder, wiser
and older in all of us. 

Our four quadrant locogram of river qualities eventually
joined and we became one river by tying swaths of blue fabric
together and symbolically moving together towards the ocean.

Coming back to our earthly selves, we formed words and
images in smaller groups to concretize what was needed for
understanding. In front of the larger group, our small groups
embodied what diversity meant to us and what pain needed to
be transformed. Whoops, clapping and ahhs filled the air. 

We then shifted to playback and watched actors bring to
action “fear”, “anger”, “not enough”, “strength”, “isolated”, “con-
nected” and “completed”. Instruments accompanied the actors’
storytelling and we witnessed them grappling with diversity.
The feelings played back in the room were points on a map
meant to help us navigate our experiences and express the
wish that our psychodrama community do more to reach out,
be inclusive and more diverse. An intention was set for these
group conversations to be a way to stay engaged, and to work
towards building a diverse community that keeps growing and
making space for those who are here and those who have yet
to come.

At the end of our communal ritual, we committed to meeting
again next year at the next ASGPP conference and doing this
again. 

As I left the room, I wondered how I could stay conscious
and continue each day to reflect on my intention, my aware-
ness or lack of awareness. I wondered about reaching out to
have conversations, share a meal, learn something new about
someone who appeared different from me.

How can we each expand our social atoms and cultural
intelligence in order to build respect and love in the world?

Can we belong to each other?

Thanks to our Conference Exhibitors

• Action Explorations: Psychodrama in 
Non-Therapeutic Settings

• American Board of Examiners
• Arizona Psychodrama Institute
• Boston Psychodrama Institute
• Ce-Classes
• Chopra Addiction and Wellness Center
• Expressive Therapies Training Institute
• Granite Recovery Centers
• Lesley University
• Phoenix Center for Experiential Trauma Therapy
• Psychodrama Training Institute, a division of 

The Sociometric Institute - NYC
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Newcomers Breakfast
Aida Hernandez, MA, LPC

The ASGPP hosted a Newcomer’s
Breakfast during the annual conference
on Friday May 3rd in the Pennstock
Room at the Doubletree Hotel. This
event was organized by the membership
committee to formally welcome mem-
bers who joined ASGPP in 2018 and
2019, and first-time conference atten-
dees. New members
had the opportunity to
introduce themselves

and form new connections with people who 

traveled to Manchester from across the country and abroad. 
President Nancy Kirsner delivered a warm welcome high-

lighting the accomplishments of the ASGPP over the past year,
the benefits of membership and closed remarks by encourag-
ing new members to engage in ASGPP by exploring the differ-
ent committees. In keeping with the theme of the conference,
membership committee members Barbara Johnson and
Stacee Reicherzer led discussions with new members about

their experiences with Psychodrama and their hopes
and expectations for the remainder of the conference
activities. Overall, the breakfast was successful in
meeting its goal in providing a warm and welcoming
event to new members as a jumpstart to the confer-
ence activities.

Thanks to our Conference Sponsors & Advertisers
•  Acts
•  Arizona Psychodrama Institute
•  Bridging Harts Institute & Psychotherapy
•  Boughton Place
•  Ce-Classes.com
•  Chicago Center for Psychodrama
•  Drama Therapy at NYU Steinhardt
•  Hudson Valley Psychodrama Institute
•  Indian Institute of Psychodrama
•  Laurel Psychodrama Institute

•  North American Drama Therapy Association
•  Play of Life
•  Psychodrama & Creative Arts Therapy Institute, NYC
•  Psychodrama Chicago
•  Psychodrama Training Associates: Groups in Florida &     

New Jersey
•  South Florida Center for Psychodrama, Action Training 

and Groupworks
•  Therapeutic Spiral International
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The Tele Café NEWS  
Mark Wentworth, Chair, ASGPP International Committee  

The project, Tele Café, was launched
in January 2019 by the ASGPP Inter-
national Committee. The Tele Café
opens every other month to people
from around the world, who would like
to connect. The Tele Café embraces
the mission of ASGPP, rooted in the
philosophy of Dr. J.L. Moreno - to pro-
mote the development of creativity,
spontaneity and encounter to enhance

the relationship between individuals, families and communi-
ties..."; and the main purpose of the Society, to foster the
national and international cooperation of all who are concerned
with the theory and practice of psychodrama, sociometry and
group psychotherapy. 

The Tele Café is a virtual space for colleagues from around
the world, to meet and travel together via their imagination
through time and to various destinations. It is magical as is the
method of Psychodrama and the concept of Surplus Reality.
The Tele Café is where people meet, a space to stop by for an
hour, to have a chat with people we otherwise may never have
a chance to meet; to joke and laugh, to connect and extend the
sociometry of the action methods field. 

* * * * * *
March 15th Istanbul

Canel Bingöl hosted and
welcomed 26 international
Zoom guests into his won-
derful café in Istanbul. The
hustle and bustle of this
busy little part of old
Constantinople warmed us
up ready to share drinks
and tell stories. 

We had iced teas and iced lattes state side to the warmer
herb teas and coffees in Europe. Each one of our drinks
became the opening to introducing ourselves to each other and
to sharing something of where we were Zooming in from and
any little story about the drink we chose to share at the café. 

But wait, you can’t be in Istanbul drinking Turkish Coffee
without someone offering to read your coffee cup for you. It’s
an old age custom, from young to old, you’ll always see some-
one twisting and turning one of these beautifully decorated little
coffee cups, looking for signs of love, health and wealth. 

As a group we decided that this “reading” ought to be for the
ASGPP! So, Caner placed the little coffee cup upside down on
the saucer, held it in place and moved it around in a circle three
times, as is the custom, and then left it to stand for a minute or
two. 

This is the coffee cup pattern we were left with.

For those who wished to, we entered the role of “cup reader”
and played creatively with all that we saw in that little coffee
cup. 

The world and bridges expanding out to others were some
of the first things people saw. Even in the brownness of the cof-
fee grains people saw colours and beautiful flowers emerging.
Hey, we all love psychodrama, so when we look at something,
anything and everything is possible! What a great future
ASGPP has in store! 

As always an hour passed all too quickly and our time in
Istanbul came to a close. At the very end Caner lit a candle.
Daniela spontaneously found a quote by Zerka that she read to
us: “I stand at the point of light, I am that light. And with

that light I serve Moreno taught me to rekindle the light for

others in a time when people want to shine, appear, be vis-

ible, and to show themselves.” (To Dream Again: A Memoir,
2012)

We left happy and excited knowing our next meeting will be
live and in-person, in Manchester NH at the 77th Annual
ASGPP Conference.

May 3rd Manchester, New Hampshire

Myself, Daniela and
Cristina from the Inter-
national Committee cre-
ated, for the first time,
the living “surplus reali-
ty” version of the Tele
Café. What fun we had
in doing our best to
bring to life this wonder-
ful international café. 

Whilst we were at the Hilton in downtown Manchester, by
the time we had finished we really could have been in a café
somewhere in Europe. Maybe it had something to do with the
European roots of the three of us, as they say “You can take
the person out of Europe but you can’t take Europe out of the
person!”

The warmth of the welcome from Lulu Carter soon had peo-
ple sitting down drinking coffee or tea and talking over delicious

(Continued on Page 22)

Barbara Johnson, Stacee Reicherzer 
and Aida Hernandez
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ASGPP members, Rebecca
Walters, Paula Catalan and
Lulu Carter attended the XII
Congreso Iberoamericano
de Psicodrama in Costa
Rica May 8-11. The open-
ing ceremony included tra-
ditional music and dance,
playback theater and a step
in circle honoring the many,
many countries represent-

ed including all of Central America, South America,
Mexico, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland and France.
And even a small contingent from the USA.

I was the only person out of more than 300 who
didn’t speak either Spanish or Portuguese but I
was welcomed very warmly and several people
were willing to translate. I was honored to meet dis-
tinguished psychodrama trainers from Mexico,
Costa Rica, Argentina and Brazil. At the closing
ceremonies Paula, Lulu and I received a hearty
round of applause when we extended greetings
from the ASGPP and an invitation to attend our
conference in Chicagoland next April. There is real
interest in connecting with their northern psy-
chodrama “cousins.” Their next congress will be in
Uruguay in 2021

XII Congreso Iberoamericano de Psicodrama
in Costa Rica

Rebecca Walters, MS, TEP 

Opening Ceremony

University of Costa Rica
Playback theater troupe

Jochen Becker, Psychodrama 
and TSM Psychodrama in India   

PSYCHODRAMA INTERNATIONALLY

Steven Durost, PhD, LCMHC, REAT

In February 2019, I spent three weeks traveling and teaching
in India. I have three pictures in my mind of the trip. The first
picture is of the Taj Mahal which truly deserves its place as
one of the seven man-made wonders of the world. The sec-
ond picture is of the intense poverty which I witnessed. The
third picture is of the almost 40 participants of the two
Therapeutic Spiral Model (TSM) Psychodrama Workshops
which Karen Drucker and I lead.

The participants of these psychodrama workshops are in a
training program in India headed by Jochen Becker who lives
in Germany. He spends one month out of every three in India
training future psychodramatists. His commitment is obvious
and his vision is strong. He invited Karen and I from the
Therapeutic Spiral International team to provide the first two of
eight training modules in TSM Psychodrama, a trauma-
informed clinically-based therapy method developed by Dr.
Kate Hudgins and Francesca Toscani.

The deep, intimate and full participation of the workshop
members reflected the strong training Jochen has provided
and accentuated the safety in the TSM Psychodrama method.
My experience as a trainer was warm, satisfying and com-
plete. The participants added a depth to my experience in
India which truly lives in my heart.

I have one more picture from my time in India. It is an inter-
nal snapshot of deep gratitude and appreciation for all that is
in my life. It is a snapshot that I cannot show you but I hope is
felt by all.

Karen Drucker, PsyD, TEP

It is February 2019, and I arrive in Bangalore, India after flight
delays and re-routing due to an ice and snow in Newark which
kept the airport closed for most of the day. It is after midnight
when I arrive, and our host, Jochen, has assured me he will
be waiting outside the airport when I get through immigration.
I walk out to the balmy, moist air and there he is! Cheerful and
upbeat, he gives me a hug and we make our way to a waiting
car, the Indian version of Uber. 

The compound is about 45 minutes from the airport. It is a
gated community with a few small guest houses and a large
room upstairs where Jochen offers his psychodrama training.
He shows me to my guest house, and I can’t wait to lie down,
and sleep for 6 hours before we begin our first training day! 

The group is wonderful, made up mostly of professional
coaches and counselors who are trained in Transactional
Analysis and who have had several years of psychodrama
training. They seem to love the new structures we offer, and
say they don’t want to miss anything. They even come back
from break on time! I am struck by the wisdom and eloquence
of their words, as if the Hindu soul is expressed by each one
of them. (Hindu culture is predominant in India; however, the
trainees are not all Hindu, a few are Muslim). 

Jochen is a very generous host! He takes us out on the
town at night for dinner and shopping. He organizes a lovely
party at a local restaurant in Coimbatore for his students who
passed their Level II certification exam in psychodrama,
adapted from the German system. We all enjoy paper dosas
that run the entire length of the table! He shares the sociome-
try and history of each of his training groups that we are work-
ing with, which is invaluable for our planning. 

Steven and I thank Jochen, with the group witnessing, for
inviting us and giving us this opportunity to experience India,
teach TSM psychodrama, and be with his amazing students.
It is clear they love him, and he is a powerful presence and
teacher in their lives. 



I gaze at the faded photo of two small
children holding hands like a nostalgic
dream from the past.

I recognize my four-year-old self
standing next to my cousin Joe — JJ
for Joseph Jacob Moreno. I am bub-
bling up with joy. We are four months
apart, and I want us to be joined at the
hip like twins. He is about my height
but thinner with a

shy smile. My mother says I tease him,
running off and leaving him at the polliwog
pond or throwing sand at him at the beach.
He cries, out: “No, no, Tzena!” He is the
best thing since sliced cheese or even bet-
ter than the marzipan animals my father,
J.L. Moreno, brings home from the
Austrian bakery in New York City.

My mother, Florence, tells the story of
our births; “You were inside my tummy
ready to be born. It was Easter Sunday,
March 26, and your Aunt Anne was also
very big with your cousin. When she came
with me to Doctors Hospital in New York City, the nurses
were not sure which one of us was ready to give birth!
Your aunt was there when you came into this world.
Where was your father? On his psychodrama stage sur-
rounded by his worshipping students? Anyway men
were not allowed in delivery rooms then. Two and a half
months later on June 13, I went with Anne to witness the
birth of little JJ. Your uncle was
there, thrilled at the birth of his
son.” 

I can picture the scene of my
aunt and mother proudly pushing
the carriages holding each of their
infants along Queens Boulevard
in front of Uncle William’s and
Aunt Anne’s apartment house in
Queens. Their similar short round
bodies are dressed in elegant
suits with fitted jackets, their dark
hair smoothed back in a roll
around their necks in the chic style of 1940.

I look at the photo of my uncle lifting my small cousin up in
the air as he lays on his back on the green lush grass in front
of Beacon Hill Sanitarium, my father’s hospital in Beacon, N.Y.
I love the way his eyes crinkle up when he smiles and the spe-
cial trick he teaches us: “Tap the top of your head and rub your
tummy at the same time”. It is hard for me to do but I am so
excited when I finally do it right. I think JJ is better at it.

My uncle William is younger than my father who is the old-
est of four other siblings. My mother tells me that my Uncle

William worships his brother and that my father depends on his
emotional and financial support as he continues to develop the
method of psychodrama. Not many people know that Uncle
William financially supported the purchase of the psychodrama
theater in New York City and Beacon House, the publisher of
J.L.’s books and journals – and possibly other ambitions as
well.  

I am hopping around like an eager little bunny as we climb
into the old Packard and drive to the train station in Beacon to

pick up JJ and his parents. At the time I am an only
child with no other cousins my age. I want to play with
the kids from the “rough house” across the street, but
my mother warns me they are wild and dirty. 

We never have family stay at our little gate house
near the hospital, so it is a big event when my cousin
and his family spend the night. I remember my parents
are still sleeping together in the bedroom next to mine

on the second floor of our small
house. Uncle William, Aunt Anne
and JJ sleep together in the big bed-
room downstairs. 

It is time for JJ and I to start our
little night game. I call out from my
upstairs bedroom “JJ” and I hear
“Tzena” from the room below. It is
what he calls me since he can’t say
“Regina.” We call back and forth,
giggling like crazy despite the
annoyed shushing voices of our
mothers

Some of my happiest memories
are the times JJ and I spent togeth-
er, especially during the painful
divorce of my parents and our trau-
matic move to the tiny apartment in

Queens. My aunt and uncle were there to help
my grieving mother. 

JJ and I are enrolled in a private school
called Foxwood in Queens. I am miserable
most of the time but I feel a burst of joy to see
my JJ board the school bus each morning.  I
like to hear the bus driver refer to us as “those
Moreno kids.” I am not alone!

I think we are about ten or eleven. It is early on a warm
summer evening in Queens. Uncle William is a great connois-
seur of sweets and suggests a walk down 108th Street to our
favorite Viennese-style bakery. We are jumping up and down
with joy in anticipation of the luscious pastries.

“You can pick anything you want, but you have to be able
to share it.” 

The array of confections in the showcase seems endless,
but we finally decide on a Dobos Torte with many layers of rich
chocolate filling. We carry our prize home and with forks we
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Memories: My Cousin Joe Moreno
Regina Moreno, MA 

(Continued on Page 23)

Ann E. Hale and others set to launch

the Belongingness Project.

After doing taxes this year and falling into a
"poverty" level and not having to pay
Virginia state taxes, I said aloud "how come
I'm poor but I don't feel impoverished?" My
answer to myself is that I'm rich in relation-
ships. These thoughts prompted me to read
again a sociometry monograph published
by Moreno in 1971 by Joe W. Hart: "SOCIOECO-
NOMIC SOCIOMETRY AND SOCIOECONOM-

ETRY: MORENO'S SOCIODYNAMIC EFFECT REVISITED. I
wanted to read it as Joe wrote about this very thing: sociomet-
ric wealth.

The next day my local newspaper published an article iden-
tifying that 317 local folks had been homeless during the winter
months, and this was identified as an improvement over past
years. My belief, that I want to explore with colleagues, is that
by improving the number of positive connections a homeless
person has, will lead to more secure financial well-being.

On April 19 I sent an item to the list serve "grouptalk" and
asked interested colleagues to contact me if they wanted to

research these issues. Our training in sociometry prepares us
to intervene in relationships. We may be able to offer strategies
to improve those living in desperate conditions. I heard from
over 80 people, 39 from other countries. Most wanted a scan
of the article which I sent (thanks to Bill Wysong). Others want-
ed to explore an approach to the nature of belongingness
with this targeted group.

Martica Bacallao, PhD, TEP is exploring the General
Belongingness Scale (GBS) to see if it matches sociometric
processes. Phil Carter, PhD, TEP in New Zealand has agreed
to help me formulate a pilot study using action. Mary Catherine
Burgess, PhD, TEP in Scotland is helping shape the specific
purposes along with Roy Ford in Hudson, NY, and many AANZ-
PA sociometrists. Eric Park and Val Monti Holland have shared
simulations they have developed for marginalized populations
in NZ and the UK. Reijo Kauppila in Finland and Tugba
Ozkabakci in Turkey have signed on to help Martica and I with
the research process. 

We are underway to explore, "How do we determine
sociometric wealth?" And "Will having more people in
your life create more economic security?"

Contact Ann Hale at annehale@cox.net for more updates
and to share your ideas

The Belongingness Project
Ann E. Hale, MA, TEP

In order to explore the nature of "sociometric wealth" it seems
to require information from participants that relates to each par-
ticipants income level. If the aim is to compare sociometric posi-
tion, high to less high status on a specific criterion, to each persons
income level, then this type of data needs to be available.

I am exploring the following additions to the process of the
sociometric test:

ADDITION OF DEMOCRAPHICS 

TO THE SOCIOMETRIC TEST*

You are being asked to say which category of "fifths" is most
true of your situation right now. During the sociometric selection
process there is space given for you to expand on your reasons
for your choices of people.

1)  As I consider the skill implied by the roles needed for this cri-
terion, (a) I place myself in the least skilled; (b) I'm second from
the bottom; (c) I'm in the mid-range of skill level; (d) I'm near the
top level of skill; (e) I'm at the top in terms of skill level needed
for this criterion.

The choices I make for others on this criterion may be influ-
enced by the person's skill level: ___yes  ___ no ___ maybe

2)  As I consider myself in relation to the other participants in
this survey my training to date would place me in the category
of:  (a) having the least amount of training; (b) having some
training; (c) mid-way through my training; (d) almost finished
my training; (e) one of the most highly trained.

The choices I make for others on this criterion may be influ-
enced by the amount of training they have had.
___ yes ___ no  ___ maybe

3)  As I consider the possible level of overall financial security:
(a) I am not very secure financially. (b) I am better off financially
than in the recent past. (c) I have sufficient financial security to
meet my living expenses. (d) I'm in a very good financial posi-
tion. (e) I'm in the top bracket of financially secure individuals.

The choices I make for others on this criterion may be influ-
enced by their level of financial security: 
___yes ___ no ___ maybe

4)  Emotional security in the moment:  (a) I'm not feeling very
secure; (b) I'm back and forth between being okay and not
secure; (c) I'm in a mid-range as far as my emotional security;
(d) I'm feeling very secure emotionally; (e) I'm extremely secure
emotionally right now.

The choices I make for others on this criterion may be influ-
enced by their level of emotional security: 
___yes ___ no ___maybe

* Sociometric Test Reference: Ann E. Hale, (1985) Conducting clinical
sociometric explorations, Roanoke, VA, Royal Publishing Co., pages 31-
64. (available from the author electronically) and J. L. Moreno, (1953) Who
Shall Survive?, Beacon, NY, Beacon House (available from ASGPP web-
site).

Demographic Data for the Sociometric Test for the Belongingness Project
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•  Delaware Valley  
Colleen Baratka / catharsisinstitute@live.com / 610/600-1476

The Delaware Valley Psychodrama Collective is a strong com-
munity built of people truly dedicated to the ASGPP. We aim
to serve the ASGPP and the psychodrama community as a
whole. We meet on the 4th Saturday of each month in
Rosemont, PA from 2:00-5:00. For details email:
dvpsychodrama@gmail.com.

We want to recognize our own, Scott Giacomucci, this year’s
conference co-chair, on a phenomenal job; also congratulations
on his doctorate. Rhona Case is current
treasurer of the ASGPP and Janell Adair
was recently voted back to the EC. We
are proud to say the last few Hannah
Weiner Award winners hail from our col-
lective, 2019 Colleen Baratka, 2018
Janell Adair and 2017 Dave Moran. 

A shout out to all of you Psychodrama Collectives through-
out the country & internationally. The Delaware Valley Psycho-
drama Collective, located in eastern Pennsylvania, has decid-
ed to donate a portion of our monthly attendance fees to the
ASGPP general operations fund. We have made our first
quarterly donation of $300 this May. We hope to inspire all

of our Collectives to make this a Cultural Conserve to

benefit ASGPP operations. This will serve our entire com-

munity!
Colleen Baratka, MA, TEP

•  Denver Area
Erica Hollander  / ericahollander@comcast.net / 303-978-9091

The Denver Psychodrama Collective meets monthly in down-
town Denver, usually on Monday afternoons, to do dramas,
share directing, consider new techniques. To find out more
about the group contact ericahollander@comcast.net.     

Erica Hollander, PhD, JD, TEP

•  Hudson Valley
Regina Sewell / visionshv@optonline.net / 845-440-7272

The Hudson Valley Chapter has been hosting open sessions
on the third Friday of the month at Boughton Place in
Highland, New York. In March, Jennifer Salimbene, LCSW-R,
TEP offered a session on "Spring into Action." In May, certified
poetry and journal therapist, Nancy Scherlong, LCSW, PTR,
CJT, offer a session combining action methods and poetry and
journal therapy. In June, Linda Richmond, PhD, CP, directed a
session on “The Road Not Taken”...  We'll take a break for
several months before we start up again in September.    

Regina Sewell PhD, MEd, LMHC, PCC, CP

ASGPP REGIONAL NEWS

A S G P P  R E G I O N A L  C O N TA C T S
Alaska
Kaya T. Kade / k.kade@att.net / 907-743-9994

Arizona
Bill Coleman / coleman151@mac.com / 520-888-7900 

Delaware Valley 
Colleen Baratka / catharsisinstitute@live.com / 610/600-1476

Denver Area     
Erica Hollander / ericahollander@comcast.net / 303-978-9091

Hudson Valley 
Regina Sewell / visionshv@optonline.net / 845-440-7272

Kansas/Missouri
Deb Shaddy / dsshaddy@aol.com

Mid-Atlantic 
Steve Kopp / SteveK@sli.org / 301-592-0542 

Minnesota
Mary Anna Palmer / maryannapalmer@yahoo.com / 612-309-7940

New England 
Carol Feldman Bass, Co-President / caf.bass@rcn.com / 
781-540-9486 • Maria Mellano, Co-President / 
MariaMellanoLICSW@gmail.com / 857-284-7237

New Jersey  
Scottie Urmey / LScottUrmeyLCSW@comcast.net / 732-221-7306

New York  
Louise Lipman / LipmanNYC1@aol.com / 917-698-2663

Southern 
Craig Caines / craigcaines@sprintmail.com / 205-249-7048

South Florida 
Linda Condon / lincondon@yahoo.com

Texas
Daniela Simmons / danielatsv@gmail.com

The Toronto Centre for Psychodrama (Canada)
Barbara Guest / barbaraguest@cyg.net

Find a Local Contact Near You

Join In and Cultivate your Action Experiences ! 

Welcome to our 
New ASGPP Members

The following are new members who have joined us 
in recent months. 

Welcome!
Michael D'Angleo (PA)  •  Paula De Franco ( FL)

Jessica Desmukh (NJ)  •  Vivian Elgueta (FL)

Laura Greer (MD)  •  Scott Grupp (FL)

Maria Theresa Hennessy (NJ) 

Nienhwa Lai (Tiawan)  •  Karen Moser (PA)

Onaje Muid (PA)  •  Yong Jin Park (South Korea)

Jun Heon Park (South Korea)  •  Phil Prothero (VT)

Lauren Shpall-Brown (NY)  •  Joel Thayer (MA)

Molly Weinberg (MA)

I am a child-adolescent psychiatrist in
South Korea. The world I meet at my clinic
is different from what I saw when I worked
in the hospital. I continue to work with
groups like schools and societies, where
my tools are psychodrama and sociometry.
I visit schools once or twice a month to
diagnose and treat not individuals but
whole classes. At my clinic I work with

Psychodrama often. I have been studying continuously through
your books, papers, and psychodramatists who have visited
Korea. 

When asked what Jun Heon likes about Psychodrama he
replied, “the feeling of a real sword fight in front of everyone’s
eyes”.

Currently he is rewriting psychodrama with the complexity
theory and philosophy of Alan Badiou. He believes that we can
integrate many psychologies under the Moreno’s core role the-
ory. He has translated 2 books about psychodrama and theater
into Korean, Jung and Moreno edited by Craig E., Stephenson
and Theatre and Cognitive Neuroscience edited by Clelia
Falletti.

Jun Heon Park, MD, PhD

If you know of someone who is a new ASGPP member who
has joined within the past two years and you would like to see
featured, please ask them to submit a profile and a photograph
to the PNN so we could all get to know them better. We are
interested in who our new members are. It gives us all hope
and trust in the future of the ASGPP. 

The Future of ASGPP: Our New Members   

Raised in the back woods of Closter, NJ
(using an outhouse) and Harlem, NY, I have
experienced the beauty of nature and the
pain of oppression. Professionally, I worked
in the substance abuse treatment field in
NYC, in prevention, treatment and recovery,
as a social work administrator for 30 years,
inducted in the New York Academy of
Medicine as a fellow in 2015. My limited

engagement with psychodrama has been with Dr. Scott
Giacommucci, which will be expanded with my fellowship with
Dr. Kate Hudgins to assist in the creation of a multi-family
healing system to transmute historical trauma in the African
American Community, known as the Maafa. I so wonderfully
now join my Sufi sister, Saphira Linden, in charting the univer-
sal healing messages of mystics Hazrat Inayat Khan and
Jacob Levy Moreno. 

Onaje Muid, MSW, LMHC, 
Master CASAC, FLDC, RJ,

DSW Candidate 

Psychodrama has been a helpful, healing
process for me this year. I wasn’t sure, after
losing my husband of 30 years to pancreat-
ic cancer and going through the grief
process, that I could be a viable group
member and student. All doubts were dis-
pelled during my experience and I became
a dedicated learner and lover of the
Psychodrama process with the decision to

join the ASGPP and attend the May conference.
I’ve lived at the Jersey Shore for 44 years and love being

surrounded by the ocean, lake and river in Belmar. My favorite
past time these days is walking on the board walk and taking
singing lessons in a group with my daughter.  Another important
part of my life is spending time with my seven children and their
significant others and eleven grandchildren.

I graduated Monmouth University in 1987 with my BSW
and Rutgers University in 1988 with an MSW.  I completed train-
ing as a Psychoanalytic Psychotherapist at the Institute of
Psychoanalysis and Psychotherapy of New Jersey in 2004. I
attended Georgian Court University and received an MA in
Holistic Health Studies in 2006.

I worked at Belmar Elementary School as a School Social
Worker on the Child Study Team for 25 ½ years retiring in 2015.
I also maintained a private practice during that time as an
LCSW.

My intention is to return to work in the near future and take
with me my Psychodrama knowledge and skills.

Maria Theresa Hennessy 
aka (Terry), MSW, MA



KEYNOTE SPEAKER

The Art of Surprise
NISHA SAJNANI, PhD, RDT-BCT

PLENARY SPEAKER

Sociatry Offers Added Wisdom
EDWARD SCHRIEBER, DD,

EdM, LADC, TEP 

DIVERSITY FORUM

Think Globally and Enact Locally
JENNIE KRISTEL, REAT, APTT, RMT

& JOSHUA S. LEE, LCSW-C

FRIDAY NITE LIVE AT THE ASGPP MOVIES

A Movie Debut of 
“A Cinematic History of Psychodrama”

Interactive panel moderated by Jacqui Siroka
with film participants Nina Garcia, 

Jaye Moyer, Nan Neily-Seif and Kelley Brower

SUNDAY MORNING

Envisioning the Creative Arts
Therapies

SAPHIRA LINDEN, RDT-BCT,
LCAT, TEP

and a Panel of distinguished 
experts in their field
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1. ASGPP’s goal is to provide a safe and welcoming envi-

ronment for people of all races, gender identities, ethnici-

ties, ability levels and socioeconomic class. All participants

at ASGPP events, live or online, are expected to cooperate

in creating this atmosphere of physical and emotional

safety. “Participants” includes administrators, volunteers,

vendors, presenters, contractors and attendees. All partic-

ipants are asked to be respectful of the personal space of

others in all contexts, and to remember to seek permission

if there is any doubt about what level of contact will be wel-

comed. 

2. Psychodrama work is often intensely personal. All par-

ticipants are expected to honor the confidentiality of those

involved in ASGPP classes, workshops and events.

However, an exception to strict confidentiality is that partic-

ipants are encouraged to report unsafe instances to the

ASGPP Executive Director [asgpp@asgpp.com], to the

ASGPP President [president@asgpp.com] or to the chair-

person of the event [event-specific contact info]. All rea-

sonable efforts will be made to restore a safe environment,

and to protect the confidentiality of all involved. 

3. Psychodrama and sociometry often include physical

contact and touch. The leader / teacher / director of any

workshop /class/psychodrama that might include physical

contact will advise participants of that possibility, and pro-

vide them an opportunity to set personal boundaries

regarding touch and contact. Participants are responsible

for expressing their own, unique preferences with regard

to touch. All participants are responsible for respecting

stated boundaries. Violent contact, or contact with the

breasts, buttocks or genital areas is not considered safe

touch, in any event. 

ASGPP SAFE ENVIRONMENT POLICY

Thanks to our 2019 Conference Speakers

Welcome to the Diversity Pulse- A new addi-
tion to the PNN newsletter. The Diversity
Pulse was created as a result of the latest
Diversity Forum at the ASGPP conference in
Manchester, NH. In creating what the Forum
was to be (with some very spontaneous and
creative changes hours beforehand!) we felt
that having the Diversity Forum was deeply
important, but that keeping the energy from
the Forum, into our lives outside the confer-
ence just as or more important. To help us re-
member and create anew, moments that
were/are challenging to other moments that
are to be celebrated – such as a successful
intervention using psychodramatic tools or
even just in discussion. One of our objectives

for the Forum was to: “be able to use the above methods to
better facilitate diversity inclusive conversations.”

So how are things going related to this? Has this objective
flowed into your daily world? If so how? What has sparked for
you? Have you noticed a different way of approaching conver-
sations?

Another objective was to: “Utilize Sociometry, sociodrama
and Playback Theatre to understand how our community views
and defines diversity.”

What did we do at the Forum?

For those who weren’t there, we thought it would be nice to re-
cap what we did in order to bring us all together in the socio-
metric loop. So often, when we aren’t able to come to the con-
ference, there is a lacking, a sense of not being in the loop. We
thought it would be useful to share key moments to bring us all
to a similar page. 

In the Diversity Forum, we began in a circle. Shirley Barkely
and her granddaughter, Ocie, started us off with a ceremony
celebrating the Four Rivers that surrounded Manchester and
run through all of New Hampshire. We recognized the ways of
the People whose land we were on. From this we then offered
sociodramatic tools of the Trash Can to express putting into
the trash what is no longer needed, necessary or wanted. What
ever gets in our way from being able to be present and con-
nected, and the Wisdom Chair – this is for the Wisdom that
comes when we have released things. How do we
transform/transmute this into a collective Wisdom? People
came up to each chair and spoke to the trash or the Wisdom
they were experiencing. 

From this we deepened our questions through more
sociometry and met in small groups to discuss how we can
come to the conversation, and discover something new about
diversity within our ASGPP community. We can’t do that if there
is something in the way. We then conversed about what need-

ed releasing, and what elements of wisdom arose from that.
After each group spoke they sculpted their responses.

We culminated the evening with a Playback Theatre perfor-
mance to acknowledge the feelings in the room, and to further
the dialogue among the community. Many moments were
shared of deep witnessing, of sadness, and connection, and
anger that we still have to do this, and that there is still so much
to do in the Diversity work in our own community. 

Throughout the weekend, we had a Community Pulse
Board in which conference members could write on Post it
notes moments of connection/mis-connections around issues
of diversity — Aha moments, and musings from the Forum. 

• Being Visible 
• How can I open to another person different from myself?
• Love and Grace
• Recruiting Diversity
• Loving/Kindness
• Disrupt Conformity
• Choosing to be seen and heard
• Innovation!
• Courage and Vulnerability
• Accepted as is
• I am home again
• Unity in Community
• Doing the same thing over and over and having the 

same negative result is the definition of insanity
• Filled with potential and choice moments for healing
• Open
• To be accepted
• Sending Love
• ASGPP is here to give you love
• Alone in a crowd

Another objective as part of the overall conference was to: Act
Locally and EnAct Globally.

So, we hope this inspires you to offer similar ways to
explore diversity in your own community. What are some of the
conversations or moments that you have had around diversity?
What are some reflections from the Diversity Forum that we
can bring here to this corner and be able to begin a process of
discernment and connection? We are hoping that with each
corner we can deepen and dialogue about issues we face in a,
non-judgmental approach even as hard truths and needs are
opened. We look forward to hearing from you. 

Warmly

Jennie Kristel and Joshua Lee
jkristel61@hotmail.com / joshua@thegameplan.biz

The Diversity Pulse!
Jennie Kristel, REAT, APTT, RMT & 

Joshua S. Lee, LCSW-C 
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CONFERENCES AND
N E T W O R K I N G
O P P O R T U N I T I E S

August 1 - 6 — Centre of Athenian Psychodramatic

Encounters - 3rd Hellenic Summer Psychodrama Academy.

Kolympari/Crete, Greece. Contact: www.psychodramath.gr

August 8 - 11 — “APA 2019” Division 49: Society of Group

Psychology and Group Psychotherapy (APA). Chicago, IL.
Contact: www.apa.org/about/division/div49.aspx

September 4 - 8 — “Who shall survive?” IAGP

International Psychodrama Conference 2019. Iseo (BS), Italy
Contact: www.psychodrama2019.org/en/

September 20 - 22 — “Wings of Change” 15th

International Conference 2019, Psychodrama Association

for Europe e.V. in cooperation with the Polish Psychodrama

Institute. Cracow, Poland.
Contact: http://psychodrama-for-europe.eu/polish-psychodrama-
institute/

October 17 - 20 — 2019 American Dance Therapy

Association (ADTA) Annual Conference. Miami, Florida.
Contact: https://adta.org

October 30 - November 3 — American Art Therapy

Association (AATA) 50th Annual Conference. Kansas City,
MO. Contact: https://arttherapy.org/annual-conferences/

November 6 - 9 — 40th Annual North American Drama

Therapy Association (NADTA) Conference. Philadelphia, PA.
Contact: www.nadta.org

November 7 - 10 — Expressive Arts Summit NYC.

New York City, NY.
Contact: www.expressivetherapiessummit.com

November 21 - 24 — “Innovate, Integrate, Motivate”

American Music Therapy Association (AMTA) 2019

Conference. Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Contact: www.musictherapy.org

EACH OF THESE CONFERENCES 
IS A DOORWAY TO EXPANDED 
POSSIBILITIES FOR 
PSYCHODRAMATISTS.

Check the ASGPP website, 
www.asgpp.org, 

for additional Upcoming Conferences.

Check the organization website for 
Calls for Proposals and other information.

HUDSON VALLEY HUDSON VALLEY 
PSYCHODRAMA INSTITUTEPSYCHODRAMA INSTITUTE
Judy Swallow, MA, TEP & Rebecca Walters, MS, TEP

Boughton Place, Home of the Original Moreno 
Psychodrama Stage, Highland, NY

HVPI • 845-255-7502 • hvpi@hvpi.net • www.hvpi.net

October 26-28 — Ancestral Psychodrama  
Judy Swallow

Dec. 7-8 — Positive Psychology in Action  
Dan Tomasulo

January 9-13 — Winter Psychodrama Intensive 
Judy Swallow, Deb Shaddy and Jenny Salimbene

Ongoing Training 
Core 2019-20

meets for three days in Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb and April
Core 2020

meets for six days in March, June and November
2020 Directing Cohort 

meets five days in Feb, August and January 

HVPI offers NBCC CEs for most trainings. HVPI in collaboration with
The Sociometric Institute offers NYS CE Hours for licensed social
workers, mental health counselors and creative arts therapists.

Kate Hudgins, PhD, TEP & Mario Cossa, MA, MT/RDT 
Charlottesville, VA / 434-227-0245 / DrKateTSI@mac.com

www.therapeuticspialmodel.com

July 28-30 — Philadelphia, PA
Men’s TSM Action Weekend  

August 15-18 — West Chester, PA
TSM Residential Women’s Salon 

Kate Hudgins, PhD, TEP and Amy Stone, LCSW 

September 27-29 — Emeryville, CA
TSM Psychotherapy Drama and Cultural Exchange  

Mario Cossa, MA, TEP, MT/RDT and Gabriel Thibaut, LMFT, AL 

October 24-27 — West Cester, PA
TSM Directing Practice: Improving your Auxiliary Work 

with Trauma
Kate Hudgins, PhD, TEP

November 7-9 — San Raphael, CA 
TSM Women’s Salon

Kate Hudgins, PhD, TEP and Silvia Israel, MFT, RDT/BCT, TEP

• Personal and Professional Consultations by Skype
• Personal Confidential Dramas with Certified TSM Teams

• Training and Personal Growth Workshops • International Training in Trauma
• Private Team Intensives • Exam Preparation

PSYCHODRAMA
& Creative ArtsTherapy Institute, NYC

24th Annual Summer Residential
Boughton Place, NY / July 22-27

Advanced Psychodrama/
Directing Training Program

Oct 18, 19, 20; Dec 7, 8; Jan 3, 4, 5; March 6, 7, 8

Saturday Workshops
Oct 19; Nov 2; Dec 7; Jan 4; Feb 1; March 7

Director Training Weekends
December 7, 8; May 1, 2, 3

• Weekly Psychodrama Training & Therapy Groups
• Individual, Group Supervision & Consulting

• Literature Review & Exam Prep Course
• Trial Consultant

Louise Lipman, LCSW, CGP, TEP
1133 Broadway Suite 1227 / New York, NY 10010

lipmannyc1@aol.com
917-698-2663

CEUs available

Become A  
Drug & Alcohol  
Counselor Today!

CE-CLASSES.COM  
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF  
ADDICTIONS TRAINING INSTITUTE

 

Call For More Information:
954.290.8446
www.AddictionsTrainingInstitute.com

ASGPP Award Nominations  
The ASGPP presents awards annually to those who have con-
tributed to the Society in the areas of psychodrama, sociome-
try and group psychotherapy. The nominees are selected by
our members. If you would like to nominate someone for an
award, go to the Members Only page on our website
www.asgpp.org.

DUE: August 1, 2019

CALL FOR 
NOMINATIONS

Executive Council,
Nominations Committee

and Professional Standards Committee
The Nomination Committee is seeking nominations and self-
nominations for officers and committees of the Society. We
need ASGPP members, willing to invest their leadership skills
and a strong drive for the well-being of the organization. A
slate will be prepared from these nominations and presented
to the membership for their vote. Those duly elected by the
membership will take office at the 2020 Annual Meeting. To
see positions open and to nominate candidates, go to the
Members Only page on our website www.asgpp.org.

The deadline for nominations is August 31, 2019.
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PSYCHODRAMA TRAINING INSTITUTE
19 West 34th Street, Penthouse, New York, NY 10001

www.psychodramany.com

Robert Siroka, PhD — Founder
Jacob Gershoni, LCSW, TEP — Co-Director

917-796-5410, jacobg12@gmail.com

Nan Nally-Seif, LCSW, TEP — Co-Director
917-584-1136,  nnallyseif@gmail.com

Jacqueline Siroka, LCSW, TEP — Co-founder & Clinical Supervisor
212-947-7111 ext. 202, Jacsiroka@yahoo.com 

Jaye Moyer, LCSW, TEP — Co-creator of Integral Therapy
845-774-9364, jayemoyer@integraltherapy.net

Weekend Training Program
Nan Nally-Seif, LCSW, TEP, Jacob Gershoni, LCSW, TEP, 

and Jaye Moyer, LCSW, TEP
Oct 4 & 5 • Dec 6 & 7 • Feb 7 & 8 • April 7 & 8

•
Intensive Psychodrama Weekend Workshops

July 18-21 Nan Nally-Seif, LCSW, TEP
August 16-18 Jacob Gershoni, LCSW, TEP

•
Weekly Groups and Monthly 
Personal Growth Workshops

Nan Nally-Seif, LCSW, TEP & Jacob Gershoni, LCSW, TEP
Saturdays: Sept 14, Oct 12, Nov 16, Dec 14, Jan 18 
Sundays: Sept 15, Oct 20, Nov 17, Dec 15, Jan 19

•
"Another Tool for Your Tool Box"

November 9 & 10 
Mindful Awareness and Compassion practices loosen habitual 

relational patterns and support spontaneity.
12 CE hours available

"Time In" – Sunday Afternoons
Oct 13 • Dec 8 • Jan 12 • March 8 • June 12

For information: www.Integraltherapy.net
Jacqui Siroka, ACSW, TEP, BCD & Jaye Moyer, LCSW, TEP

jayemoyer@integraltherapy.net
•

All Trainings offer Training credits and NYS CE's for social workers,
mental health practitioners and creative arts therapists

Psychodrama
Training Institute 
A DIVISION OF

the Sociometric 
Institute 
New York
Since 1968

www.sociometricinstitute.com

API Readin' 'ritin' & Researchin'

LIVE ONLINE STUDY GROUP
2nd Sats 12.30 - 2.30 pm AZ Time

2019 Basics of Psychodrama
July 14, Sept 28, & Nov 3 - $99

Music Therapy and Psychodrama 
and Related Group Therapy Processes

Joseph Moreno, MT
Feb. 7-9 - Total 18 hours - Mesa, AZ

Early Bird $380, Advance $480, then $620

NAADAC Approved Continuing Education Provider #152131 
Arizona Psychodrama Institute

602-456-1889 • www.AzPsychodrama.com

Combined Worlds...
(Continued from Page 5)

SOCIODRAMA TRAINING GROUP

FALL 2019 SESSIONS

SOCIOMETRY, DOUBLE, MIRROR, ROLE REVERSAL IN SOCIODRAMA
September – December • Philadelphia

TRAINING OBJECTIVE:
Members will learn the value and use of the 4 structures of a Sociodrama

(Who creates the roles, themes and issues?)
DATES/TIME:

Saturdays 1:00-4:00 pm. Sept. 7, Oct. 5, Nov. 2, Dec. 7
Registration required before 8/30/2019

CEUs Available

For information and to register, contact 
Rosalie Minkin, TEP, MSW, ATR-BC, LCAT at: 215-769-4361 / rorobear@aol.com

Fabulous Other Offerings!
Other fabulous offerings on the menu were: The Moreno
Cinema, Spirituality through Sociatry, and Disruption as trans-
formational process. And, we were well fed! The continental
breakfasts, robust lunches and hors d’oeuvres all satisfied our
diverse tastes. We loved it so much, that we didn’t leave the
hotel for 5 days! 

API proudly congratulates our students, Cristine Toel, MA, LPC, S-PSB; 
Soozi Bolte, MC, LPC, LISAC, PAT; & Grayce L. Gusmano, MMFT, LPC, PAT; 

for each presenting at ASGPP 2019

AMAZON SMILE - A WAY TO GIVE
When you use www.smile.amazon.com to
shop on Amazon, you can give to the
ASGPP. No matter what you are shopping
for, a portion of your purchase will be 
donated. 

No extra purchase required!
Here’s what to do: 

1. Go to www.smile.amazon.com and either log into the 
account you already have with Amazon or create an 
account. 

2. Then, follow the instructions to select “ASGPP Inc” as 
your charity.

3. Every time you shop, go to smile.amazon.com. 
Portions of your purchases will help support the 
ASGPP.  

The more people shop through smile, the more money the
ASGPP will receive.
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Tele Café
(Continued from Page 9)

pastries and cakes, or fruit for those who wanted
to appear healthy with their cake! 

Thirty seven people joined us and soon
we started sharing stories with the
group. Our stories focused on where
we came from and what work we do
out in the world. 

At some point during the
evening when someone else was
sharing about how far out in the
world they are going with psycho-
drama, I imagined how it would
be if Moreno had been there with
us and what he would have made
of hearing all our stories.

I tried it and imagined stepping
into his shoes for a moment; first, as
J.L. I felt very proud that here I was at
the 77th ASGPP Conference. I think I
hoped it would continue but there was a
doubt if it would, so I am feeling a warm glow
from inside out to know these conferences are still
happening. 

When I hear all these stories of what and
where people are taking my work, I want to

shout out to them in a playfully naughty
kind of way and say...“Don’t tell me,

show me!” 
On the one hand I knew there

was something special about this
work and again hoped it would
continue, so yes I am very proud,
and quite happily puff my chest
out a bit more. Equally I’m very,
very touched, and it warms my
heart to hear all of this.

As Mark, it was my first expe-
rience of role reversing with JL, a

bit of cake and good old English tea
soon brought me back into the room!
The evening drew to a close with the

idea of creating a Facebook Group Page
and at a later date a potential website with

lots of photos and information about the Tele
Café. 

Thank you to all who came to find out more and we look for-
ward to welcoming you to our next Zoom Tele Café on Friday
July 26th which will be hosted from Vienna, by the lovely and
gracious Cristina Schmidt. 

If you are not able to join us we would still love you to be part
of the Tele Café. You can do that by sharing by email what you
imagine the Tele Café to look like and its ambiance. You can do
this either in written form or perhaps draw us a picture of what
it looks like to you. It exists in Surplus Reality after all… 

Click on the link https://asgpp.org/Winter_2019_PNN/,
which will take you to the first article from Tele Café and have
a read of the description of how we imagined it to be.       

Email your description and drawings to me and we will find
a way of bringing them together and integrating them into
future Tele Café news articles. 
mark@colourforlife.com

Until Vienna,
Warmly and colourfully,
Mark

to post musings related to the theme of thinking locally but act-
ing globally about diversity.

This year’s Awards ceremony was introduced as a Friday
lunch — a new cultural conserve for the event that was
extremely well-received. Multiple community members were
honored and recognized for their contributions to the advance-
ment of psychodrama around the world. This year, a new
award was created, the William L. Moreno Award, and pre-
sented to William L. Moreno - the brother of Jacob L. Moreno
who was a longtime emotional and financial supporter of J.L.
Moreno’s work. Joseph Moreno, accepted the award in honor
of his father William. This was a poignant moment for our
organization’s legacy.

Friday mornings’ keynote speaker featured Nisha
Sajnani, exploring the role of disruption in the transformative
process while integrating her experiences from psychodrama,
drama therapy, education, research, and social action.
Through the generosity of Robert and Jacqui Siroka, ASGPP
Friday night at the movies featured Robert Siroka’s new
psychodrama film, “A Cinematic History of Psychodrama.”
Jacqui Siroka led a panel discussion with film participants
Nina Garcia, Jaye Moyer, and Nan Neily-Seif; as well, the
videographer of the film, Kelly Brower was there to contribute.

Saturday’s plenary speaker, Ed Schreiber, offered an
overview of Sociatry and Moreno’s mystical tradition while
emphasizing the social justice orientation of Moreno’s vision
And, Sunday’s plenary was an inspiring integration led by
Saphira Linden supported by leaders in the expressive
arts field from around the country of the elevation of con-
sciousness and connection possible through application of the
creative arts.

Our Annual Membership Meeting concretized Nisha’s
theme — disruption as part of the transformative process. The
Society has made changes and adjusted to much change and
disruption with many successes from the EC throughout the
year. We are in the green with improved financial resources.
Questions were received and frustrations were heard and
responded to from members. Two additional Zoom meetings
were set up and all members were invited to continue the dia-
logue.

The conference ended with a closing ritual, facilitated by
Joshua Lee and Jennie Kristel, featuring unforgettable play-
back performances as conference participants gathered for
one last time to remember and re-experience memorable
moments played-back before the audience. Co-chairs, Maria
and Scott passed the torch onto the Chicago psychodrama
community who will be hosting the 2020 conference.

Thank you to all who attended, presented, and volunteered
to make this conference possible!

Conference Co-Chairs
Scott Giacomucci
Maria Mellano

2019 Conference
(Continued from Page 1)

start to dig into the sensuous pleasure of chocolate and sugar-
coating our mouths. 

We finish the whole cake while my uncle tells us the
famous story of the time he and my father ruined our
Omama’s (our grandmother) party preparations when they
were little boys growing up in Vienna. This is the story as I
remember it:

“We were mischievous boys. My mother prepared a special
cake for a family celebration. It had a luscious cream filling,
and our noses were attacked by the amazing smells emanat-
ing from the oven. So late at night we crept down the stairs
and found the prize torte cooling on the kitchen counter. It was
calling to us and we couldn’t resist the temptation to carefully
remove the layers and spoon the rich creamy filling into our
waiting mouths. The next day my mother proudly displayed
the special torte on the dining room table and started to cut
into the cake and it collapsed! “

I can imagine the look of horror on my Omama’s face. 
“Were you punished I remember asking my uncle?” He just
smiled I don’t think I ever knew the answer.

Well Joe, there was one adventure that Regina and JJ
managed to pull off without getting into trouble:

We are in my apartment in Queens. Our mothers are out,
perhaps shopping. We decide to make calls to random num-
bers from the phone book. When someone answers, we ask
them to sing “The Star Spangled Banner” or recite the Pledge
of Allegiance. If they get it right, we tell them that they will win
a prize like maybe $100 or some similar outlandish amount.
We get some nasty responses, then we hang up fast, giggling
like mad. 

We lost touch with each other during our adolescence. I
survived my parents’ divorce, attended University and
received a master’s of arts degree in sociology. I became a
teacher, loving my work with children and integrating sociom-
etry. Joe, a talented jazz musician, became a professor of
Music Therapy at Maryville University and authored “Acting
Your Inner Music: Music Therapy and Psychodrama.” Now
professor emeritus, he is the director of the Moreno Institute
for Creative Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico, bringing together
the disciplines of music and psychodrama in group therapy
processes.
________

About the author

Regina Moreno, M.A., is the daughter of J.L. and Florence Bridge Moreno
and the stepdaughter of Zerka T. Moreno. She has been using sociodra-
ma, role training and sociometric choice techniques with elementary, mid-
dle school and college students for the past 47 years in Colorado,
Canada, New York and California. More recently she conducted work-
shops in Suzhou, China on the use of sociodrama in understanding the
bully, bystander, and victim dynamic. She lives in Berkeley, Calif., and is

working on her memoirs.

Memories: My Cousin Joe Moreno
(Continued from Page 12)
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team that has functioned with GRIT...and worked and extended
their service graciously to ASGPP all year.

“GRIT is the power of passion and perseverance around 
an ultimate concern. A goal you care about so much that it

organizes and gives meaning to almost everything you do. And
grit is holding steadfast to that goal. Even when you fall down.”

Angela Duckworth

GRIT has been the core of what brought ASGPP to having a suc-
cessful year; more financial stability, more organization around
our Bylaws, Operations Manual, and ultimately using Robert’s
Rules of Order for a base. Our Parliamentarian, Anne Kitts, has
assisted facilitating meetings and brings our Bylaws into action
to guide us.

“Appreciation is a wonderful thing. It makes what
Is wonderful in others belong to us as well.”

Voltaire

At every Annual ASGPP Conference after it is created, pro-
duced, and our community is together, I say to myself, “Wow, this
was amazing; how will the next years’ team do following this
vibrant event?” I thought this in Texas and now, after our 77th
Annual Conference in Manchester, New Hampshire, I am again
amazed and in awe of what the Conference Chairs and
Conference Steering Committee produce with much help from a
creative and talented community of members and volunteers.
Many of these people are named and seen throughout this issue
of the PNN. And now our Chicagoland team (2020) under the
guidance of Shelley Korshak, is co-creating and we can feel their
team spontaneity. Onward to Chicago!

Hosting the ASGPP in Manchester, New Hampshire, which was
such a success, was a scary unknown adventure. We had never
had a conference in New Hampshire and we wondered how this
would impact the attendance. This years’ Conference site and
hotel was already selected and in contract when the new officers
and new EC members came onboard. Some people asked,
“where is Manchester?” We wondered, “Will anyone come as it
is one hour out of Boston?” We were concerned about this and
then the magic and grit of your EC went into action. We were
committed to marketing and using our sociometric connections to
make this happen and bring people to Manchester, and we did!

I am still savoring the many glorious snapshots of Connection
and Fun I saw happening everywhere - in sitting areas with guitar
music, at the morning breakfasts provided for all members, and
informal groups of people chatting and intently discussing
together. The hotel setting of the newly renovated and beautiful
DoubleTree Hilton in Manchester provided many warm and wel-
coming areas to sit and relax. The staff was kind and accommo-
dating to everyone’s needs.

“The self is embedded in a network of social relationships
… if gratitude can increase humility and humility facilitates

gratitude...the two will mutually predict each other.
We propose that humility and gratitude coexist 

in an upward Spiral.”
Sonjia Lyubomirsky

I am grateful to all of our Community; the Executive Council; the
Conference Co-Chairs, Maria Mellano and Scott Giacomucci;
the Conference Steering Committee (Daniela Simmons, Rhona
Case); all the many volunteers honored in this newsletter, and
the many others who helped us who might not be named. Our
annual conference not only showcases many talented psy-
chodramatists and others using Action Methods across a wide
variety of themes and topics, it also provides the main place
where we re-connect in person and feel the joy and richness of
our growing community. Our total membership is now 354; with
37 new members; 238 returning members; 42 International; and
42 lifetime members. Thanks to the ongoing work of Chairperson
Marianne Shapiro, Daniela Simmons, and Paula De Franco and
the Membership Committee, Aida Hernandez and Mary Anna
Palmer. Throughout this last year they have updated and reorga-
nized our membership database into a more accurate and func-
tional system.

Lastly, we sent to all of you (email blast) the “Accomplishments
of Your EC. What’s Going Well. Grit in Action.” It details the
changes and work from the entire last year. If you haven’t seen
it, feel free to ask us to send it again.

“Gratitude makes sense of our past, brings peace for today,    
And Creates a vision for tomorrow.”

Melody Beattie
In Grateful Service,
Nancy Kirsner
ASGPP President

From the President
(Continued from Page 1)

Jacob Levy Moreno 
1889-1974
By René Marineau 

René Marineau's book 
Jacob Levy Moreno 1889-1974 

is available for purchase through
CreateSpace.com eStore.

To order your book, go to:
www.createspace.com/4050094. 

The Warm Up Box
By Carl E. Hollander

The Warm-Up Box is a
reservoir of warm-up ideas
useful for anyone who
works with groups. These
warm up suggestions may
be augmented by ideas you
already use.

The introductory booklet
explains the warming-up
process. A section on
sociometry and group 
cohesion follows. Finally,

there is a discussion designating for which populations
each of these warm-up techniques are most suited.

Over 150 warm-up techniques are included. Each card
and each exercise tells the kinds of groups and levels
of cohesion for which the particular warm-up is appro-
priate.

To order, go to:

www.asgpp.org/pub/pubindex.html

Your Council at Work
(Continued from Page 3)

Publicity Committee wants to thank members for help spread-
ing the word about our 2019 Conference. It’s not too early to
tell your students about the conference in 2020, post informa-
tion on your social media, and talk it up at any conferences
you attend this Fall/Winter. Share this information with groups
you belong to. “Save the Date for 2020” postcards are avail-
able upon request.  

Patty Phelps, PhD, Publicity Committee Chair

Website Committee: 
The website committee continues to do updates and additions
to the site as we await a final decision regarding a new,
improved website. 

Regina Sewell, PhD, LMHC, PCC, CP, 
Website Committee Chair

Website Task Force: 
The Web Task Force has met several times to address the
growing concerns and needs around the ASGPP Website.
The Website continues to have issues as the platform and
programs that were used to develop it are now becoming
obsolete. This means that important aspects of the website
are crashing.
    As a result, the ASGPP Website needs to be updated so
that it can meet the needs of our membership and continue to
be a point of access to learn more about Psychodrama and
Sociometry. We have identified areas of need, ways to be
more current with the times, and informative to those that
access it. We have also identified that it is just as important to
ensure that the webmaster maintains the system so that it
does not become obsolete and/or remains current with the
needs of the membership. This is a comprehensive endeavor
and will be costly. The current RFP (Recommendation for pro-
posal) rate for updating the Website is between $15,000 and
$20,000 dollars.  

Anne Remley, LCSW, NCACII, CSAC, CP/PAT 
Website Task Force Chair

Channeling Dr. Seuss 
Re Enacting "STAR BELLIED
SNEETCHES" and Dealing with
Group Inclusion vs. Exclusion
Workshop leaders, Margo Fallon and
Nancy Kirsner, dressed for their roles:
Margo as The Cat in the Hat, and
Nancy as a star bellied Sneetch.

Lynne Meeker 

entertained us with
music throughout the

conference.

Jackie Fowler with the 
Community Pulse Board on which
conference members wrote Post it
notes on moments of connection/
mis-connections around issues of
diversity — Aha moments, and
musings from the Diversity Forum.

Our thanks to the 
“behind the scene” 

volunteers who helped
with the conference prep.
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— ♥ ♥ ♥ —
♥ Thank you Bob Siroka for sharing your historic film, “A
Cinematic History of Psychodrama,”and to Jacqui Siroka for
hosting the panel discussion along with Nan Nally-Seif, Jaye
Moyer, Nina Garcia and Kelley Brower. This was a lovely and
interesting addition to the conference.

♥ Tonia Smith so generously donated her time and talent as
the ‘official photographer’ of the conference. She could be seen
at every event capturing the ‘moment’ to create memories for
us all. Thank you Tonia!

♥ A big shout out to Darlene Vanchura who led the Session
Assistant team for the second year in a row. We hope this will
become a habit! She was at the desk at all hours of the day and
missed many a workshop in order to keep the session assis-
tants on track The job of session assistant is important for the
workshops to run smoothly and our presenters to feel support-
ed. With almost 100 workshops our need for volunteers is enor-
mous. Thanks to those who offered along with their registra-
tions and to those who stepped up when asked, some at the
last minute!

♥ Thank you to Tzivia Barrett Stein who could be found
behind the registration desk helping our busy ‘registrars,’ Paula
De Franco, our administrative assistant, and her assistant,
Cary Montane. She could also be found at the side of Tonia,
our official conference photographer, as well as helping with
the silent auction and the session assistant team.

♥ Thank you to our Triage Team; Maria Mellano, Chi Sing
Lee, Mary Ann Bodnar, Marianne Shapiro, Marlo Archer
and Ron Collier. You folks were there to provide safety, con-
tainment and processing at the drop of a hat and the ring of a
cell phone!

♥ Several volunteers helped from the Philadelphia area who
were members of the Delaware Valley Psychodrama Collective
and some of Scott Giacomucci’s students from Bryn Mawr
College. Lori Budman, Karen Moser and Sharon Gera
served as conference greeters, guides to the Exhibitors and
aids to the session assistant chair. They got up bright and early
to serve! Katie Lacerne, a first time attendee, was session
assistant in several workshops. Darrell Briggs, another first-
time attendee, helped transport many boxes, that came from
the ASGPP storage unit, to and from the conference. He
helped us save major shipping costs. Thank you Darrell!

♥ ‘Come buy raffle tickets again and again to benefit our
Scholarship fund,’ was heard from Carol Feldman Bass dur-
ing most breaks between events and workshops. Under the
leadership of MaryAnna Palmer, with her side kick, Carol, sev-
eral other volunteers and YOUR ticket purchases, we have
over $1400 to offer for scholarships to the 78th ASGPP confer-
ence in Chicagoland!

♥ We want to give a BIG THANKS to our international volun-
teers, Cristina Schmidt from Romania, Mark Wentworth from
Britain and Jochen Becker-Ebel from Germany, who came
early to the conference and made themselves available to help
wherever needed. “What else can I do,” was heard throughout
the days leading up to the conference. We were glad to oblige
them with tasks!

♥ Additional thanks to Mark, Cristina and Lulu Carter for
hosting the International Tele Café.

♥ The auctions were made possible by the support of Maria
Mellano, Rhona Case, Janell Adair, Nancy Kirsner (for
wrapping all the baskets), Mary Anna Palmer, Lidia Calvo,
Cal Mason, Donna Merrill, Julie Wells, Ruth Hollinger,
Carol Feldman Bass, Tzivia Stein, Jennie Kristel, Jodi
Greanead, Marianne Shapiro, Steve Kopp, Serap Kantarci
Sanlıkol and Joel Thayer. These people helped with the set
up and attended the Silent Auction room for hours.

♥ We are so grateful to all of you who donated items, work-
shops and baskets for all the auctions making this event a huge
success. And thank you to every person who made a bid and a
purchase.

♥ Special thanks to Lynne Meeker for entertaining us with
music throughout. This was truly one of the most enjoyed and
(commented elements of what made the conference wonderful.

♥ Special thanks to those who helped set for the Saturday
evening dance .... Serap Kantarci Sanlıkol and Joel Thayer,
Lynne Meeker and Scott Giacomucci and Maria Mellano.

♥ Thanks to Michael Gross for supporting the morning 12-
step groups

♥ Last, but far from least, let us acknowledge all the Presen-
ters who offer their expertise, creativity and enthusiasm to give
our attendees a stimulating learning experience. You are the
backbone of the conference. We love to serve as a stage for
you to share your ideas, meet new colleagues and prospective
students, and build your connection with the ASGPP.

♥ We have all heard the phrase, “It takes a village,” and with
all the thanks we are sending out to you it’s apparent that our
conference takes a village of volunteers to provide everything
you expect from our conference and our community.
Volunteers enjoy the camaraderie and building of new connec-
tions by being of service. Please join our team for the 2020
conference in Chicagoland. Send an email to the conference
task force sjschicago@juno.com.

Thanks to our 2019 Conference Volunteers

Dear Colleagues,

The ASGPP Executive Council and
the Fundraising Committee are
announcing this fundraising event
for an urgent issue.  ASGPP imme-
diately needs a new WEBSITE! 

History: 

The ASGPP website was built on a
platform called 1&1 IONOS (former-
ly 1&1 Internet). The platform was created in 1988 by a web
hosting company owned by United Internet, a German
Internet company. The platform has been providing ASGPP
with the following services: Domain name registration;
Website builder, Email, Web and an Internet Forum (a mes-
sage board or an online discussion site) hosting. 

What is the problem:

For the last several months, the platform performance has
slowly but surely been degrading and crashing. Some
examples are: basic things that should work, do not; form-
functioning failed errors with unknown error source; dam-
aged files and links; the need of ongoing maintenance
mode after an upgrade; interruptions and conflicts between
existing plugins, the upgrade and the custom coding. 

What we have experienced:

The submitted data through the forms (e.g. membership
application, conference registration, etc.) has been getting
lost; passwords for the “Membership Only” page and the
Internet Forum are not functioning; issues with registration
and payment options; links not working or being accessed
only through certain browsers or computer systems. 

How we have handled the problem: 

We have created an alternative platform for payments and
data submission and analyses; not always user friendly, but
providing a temporary solution. 

What we fear:

The ASGPP website and email server may crash hard,
which could lead to an inability to communicate and stay
connected. We don’t know how long that condition could
last.  

What we need:

To hire a web development firm that will migrate from the old

to a new secure platform and sys-
tem, to handle the ASGPP website,
email, forum, listserv.

What we have done so far:

The problems were examined; var-
ious web professionals were con-
sulted, a task force was formed to
assess the problem, determine our
needs, and gather various bids for
the website migration.  

The issue is urgent and we need to take immediate action.
The guesstimate cost of the entire website creation, setup
and migration of current data is $15,000.00. We need to
raise funds NOW so we can hire a website developer by
August 1, 2019. 

Please consider donating for this highly important cause!
Many thanks to those who have donated so far: Donald
Caroli, Rhona Case, Linda Ciotola, Nancy Kirsner, Ming Wai
Joannes Lee, Izi Malone, Cathy Nugent, Daniela Simmons
and Rebecca Walters.   

Any donation amount will be deeply appreciated! If every
member donates even a small amount, together we will
make this possible! As ASGPP is a tax exempt, non-profit,
charitable organization that falls under section 501(c)(3),
your donations will be considered a deductible contribution
for your taxes.  

To donate, go to: https://www.gofundme.com/donate-for-a-
new-asgpp-website&rcid=r01-154914186418-
34fd04096b5e4bc3&pc=ot_co_campmgmt_w

If you prefer to make a donation with a personal check,
please make it out to:
American Society of Group Psychotherapy and
Psychodrama (ASGPP)
301 N. Harrison Street, #508, Princeton, NJ 08540 

Make sure to include the words "NEW WEBSITE" on the
MEMO line of the check.

Thank you kindly,
Executive Council, ASGPP
Fundraising Committee, ASGPP

Donate for the ASGPP Website
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PNN Submission and Policy Guidelines

The Editorial Staff has created the PNN Guidelines to help you
get your submissions accepted and also to make our decision
making process transparent to the community.   

In the last two years with generous help from our writers in the
U.S. and International, we have a robust diverse colorful news-
letter. We know that many of you write professionally and well.
In an ideal world, you would like to see any changes to your
submitted copy. We are not able to do this. Please understand
these policies before you make your submission to us.

EDITED ARTICLES ARE NOT RETURNED TO

AUTHORS FOR THEIR REVIEW. 

THE EDITORIAL STAFF HAS THE FINAL SAY

IN WHAT GETS PRINTED INTO THE PNN.

The PNN is the official newsletter of ASGPP and it is our goal
to provide opportunities for connection, support, sharing of
ideas, and communication within the society as well as
between the ASGPP membership and other groups, organiza-
tions and communities in the United States and internationally.
The Editorial Staff welcomes submissions from many sources
and strives to have high standards that are clear and transpar-
ent. The PNN is published three times a year; Winter,
Spring/Summer and Fall. It is emailed to our membership and
posted on our website. Previous issues remain on the site
indefinitely. 

The PNN Editorial Staff (Executive Director, PNN Editor,
Designer, ASGPP President and other contributing editors or
designees) reserves the right to accept or reject any article
submitted and to edit submitted articles in any way deemed
appropriate and necessary. EDITED ARTICLES ARE NOT

RETURNED TO AUTHORS FOR THEIR REVIEW. However,
the Editorial Staff may request additional information from
authors when they deem it necessary. 

THE EDITORIAL STAFF HAS THE FINAL SAY IN WHAT

GETS PRINTED INTO THE PNN.

The PNN does not accept stories or features that promote
trainings or workshops done by any individual or group. No
names of training groups or training workshops will be includ-
ed.  

The PNN Members in Action feature welcomes highlighting
past events of our community. While individual names may be
used, names of training groups or training workshops will be
excluded.  

The PNN would be delighted to highlight any psychodramatist
who is an ASGPP Member that has received an award from
any organization, university or not for profit organization.

ASGPP Members who have presented workshops at confer-
ences, as part of community outreach, or not-for-profit organi-
zations, or published articles in professional journals are also
accepted submissions. 

Articles should have a title and list the full name(s) of all
authors. Please send no more than a three line bio for each
author including title and place of work. When possible, submit
photos of author(s) or related to that event. Any links to source
material are encouraged. 

*The PNN does not feature stories or information previously
disseminated by our sister organization, The American Board
of Examiners (ABE). 

As the PNN has grown in size and variety of submissions,
please check the word count requirements before submis-
sion. Documents which greatly exceed word counts will be
returned to you.

WORD COUNTS:

ARTICLES – 800 
COLUMNS – Presidents, Editors, Trainers Corner, Unsung 

Hero/Heroine, International, etc. - 600
MEMBERS IN ACTION – 75
REGIONAL, CHAPTERS, COLLECTIVES  – 100

If you have any questions or comments, please contact the
ASGPP office at asgpp@asgpp.org, 609-737-8500 and
denote that your communication is for the PNN.

Respectfully submitted,
PNN Editorial Staff

Send submissions only to
E-mail: asgpp@asgpp.org

Please put “PNN Copy” in the Subject

Copy and Publication Deadlines:

Winter: January 20 for publication March 1
Spring/Summer: May 25 for publication July 1

Fall: September 20 for publication Nov 1


